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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, March 18, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond. Mpls is -15, Duluth -25 
 Close Chg Today's 

Volume 
AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12% 13% 14% 15% 

MWK4 741^4 S 17^2 2990 27019 -141 Basis (K): NQ +150/+225 +205/+250 +285/+310 

MWN4 734^4 S 17^0 2578 16421 +41 Info:   train/cars bid/train nom/cars 

MWU4 732^4 S 16^6 1003 9791 +24 Change:  dn 30/up 25 up 5/up 10 unch/up 10 

MWZ4 740^4 S 16^4 733 9863 +165 Mpls Truck NQ +30  +50 +70  

MWH5 745^0 S 16^0 179 2913 -37 Portland (K) Mar  April May  June 

MWK5 741^4 S 14^6 7 343 +0 14%proBasis  +160/+190 +160/+180 +150/+170 +140/+150 

Totals:   7,498 66,403 +52  unch/unch up 10/unch unch/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 1024  Options: 16 

Receipts on the Floor:   
187 cars and 5 trains 

Implied option vols: 
firm: 27% K, 26% N  

Cash: Spring wheat basis mixed in the spot market as some delayed 
applications finally get to town. Railroads are still running 4-6 
weeks behind schedule. PNW basis was steady to up 10.  

Commentary: 
Wheat took off like a rocket today, scoring new move highs in MWK and KWK and new move high 
closes in all three wheat contracts. WK ended up 18 but was still an inside day! Markets are volatile 
lately. Fund buying is the main driver of price action and commercial traders seem to be largely sitting 
on their hands for the moment, waiting out the situation in Crimea and waiting for rain in the southern 
plains. Wheat put in an awesome performance today closing on daily highs; the pattern has been that if 
funds are buying after the 9:30 mark when automated CTAs turn on, they tend to buy all day and into 
the close. Charts remain in buy mode and funds continue to cover shorts in Chicago wheat and add to 
length in MW, KW, and W. Fundamental drivers are geopolitical tensions in Crimea and deteriorating 
HRW conditions in the southern plains. Remember that state crop reports released yesterday afternoon 
had winter wheat in KS rated 34% good/excellent, dn 3%, OK 18% good/excellent, dn 4%, TX 13% 
good/excellent, dn 15%, and CO 35% good/excellent (vs. no data last week). KC continues to be the 
focal of fund buying, getting both flat price support as well as additional buying off of intermarket 
programs vs. Chicago. KW gained 3-4 cents vs. both Chicago and Minneapolis today. KC calendar 
spreads were mixed with K/N mostly down a penny to 4 inverse but new crop spreads N/U and U/Z 
rallying to new move highs. We bailed on short KW N/Z on the move to new highs but have a little juice 
in the WN/WZ side of the box. With top-step K contracts the last of the old crop winter wheat for W and 
KW, the commitment of traders report gives us a detailed look at the market structure for both WK and 
KWK. The latest CFTC data show that funds (index, managed futures, and large spec) combined 
comprise an astounding 80% of the long open interest in KWK. Chicago longs are also primarily non-
commercial but it’s not as extreme. The growing net position held by funds in KWK will be burdensome 
on the K/N spread come roll time. Meanwhile, MW K/N scored new move highs today touching 8 
inverse as the high cost of rail freight and the threat of vessel load-outs of Duluth stocks induces a 
steady wave of short-covering. Most hedge selling seems to be coming in the N now. MWK-KWK 
weakened to trade out to -22 late. The K/N structures support this spread narrowing, but we are 
cautious of growing fund length in MW, as well. MZ/KZ fell to new contract lows touching -30. If MW 
spreads continue to invert and KW spreads relax back to wider carries, we could see MWZ-KWZ fall to 
even steeper discounts. This time last year, MZ-KZ was trading at about a 30-cent discount to the front 
MK-KK, which was 50-60 over at this time. MW short hedges still belong in the Z and MW intermarket 
longs are best placed in K or N. Rail logistics remain a nightmare. –Austin Damiani 


